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TEMPLE OF ISIS RITUAL | HATHOR
ACTIVATING THE TEMPLE OF ISIS

PRIESTESSES AND LIGHTWORKERS ARE BEING CALLED TO
RECLAIM THEIR GIFTS AND STEP INTO THEIR ROLE AS LEADERS OF
THE NEW EARTH. IN THIS TEMPLE OF ISIS RITUAL PRACTICE, WE
ACTIVATE AND ANCHOR THE TEMPLE OF ISIS IN OUR HEARTS AND
ON GAIA BY CONNECTING TO OUR HEART GOLD, CHRIST-ALIZING
OUR VISION, AND CALLING UPON SUPPORT TO BUILD THE GOLDEN
CITIES. TOGETHER WE ANCHOR AND AMPLIFY THE LIGHT CODES
INTO OUR GREAT MOTHER AND INTO OUR OWN HEARTS.
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the prayer to the
divine mother
LET ME BE A
SACRED VESSEL.
FILL ME WITH
DIVINE LOVE.
ONLY FROM THERE,
I'LL SHARE YOUR
PRAYER.
FILL ME WITH YOUR
LOVE.
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preparations...
GUIDE PREPARATIONS:
Quiet and uninterrupted temple space; comfortable space to sit, move
and lay down
Optional: two distinct spaces to use- one for all the steps leading
up to and including the Purification and another space to use after
the purification
Wear a white dress or gown and adorn yourself for the ceremony
(priestess attire: necklaces, earrings, flowers, headpiece, sparkles…)
Accessories to further 'priestess-ify the participants'
Speaker & downloaded playlist (soothing and heart-opening)
Incense for smudging (sage, palo santo, copal+)
Altar & temple items to adorn and activate the space (candles, crystals,
Flowers, divine energies)
Prepare the temple space: 8 candles prepared in an octagon shape in
the center of the temple
Roses (one per participant)
for example: if you are receiving 12 participants, you'll want to have
12 roses
Bowl of flower-infused water
PARTICIPANT PREPARATIONS:
Wear a white dress or gown and adorn yourself for the ceremony
(priestess attire: necklaces, earrings, flowers, headpiece, sparkles + )
Offering (crystal or stone)
Notebook & pen
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notes
RITUAL ROLES:
Guiding Priestess (you)
Temple Keeper/s (prepare the temple space)
Sacred Sound (this person opens deeper and more
subtle portals through their naad (voice) in song
Curandera/s (one person prepares the flowerinfused water for purification & the other prepares
and purifies with incense (copal, palo santo, sage)
Wise Woman (appoint this person in the moment
of)
Anchor (collects thy crystals at the end of the
ceremony and buries them)

OPTIONAL PRIOR TO THE CEREMONY* Priestess
Salon: Prepare a comfortable, sweet and joyful space
where prior to the ceremony itself, all the women can
gather and prepare themselves for the ceremony
together. Consider serving tea, refreshing drinks, layout
angel cards for people to use, offer priestess
accessories

for

women

to

continue

adorning

themselves and play uplifting and light music (playlist
suggestion) give appx 1-2 hours for this
OPTIONAL AFTER THE CEREMONY* I often like to
celebrate with a collective potluck at the end of the
ceremony; the energy has been held very intensely
throughout the ritual, so an activity that is LIGHT and
FUN afterwards is a good idea. It is also a great
moment for people to connect more intimately with
others, share their experience and integrate the
experience.
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the ritual

PART 1

. 1. Official Opening

Guide everyone to sit together in a circle (in order of shortest to tallest)
Welcome participants
Bring participants into presence by having everyone close their eyes and take a few long deep
breaths; optional OM. At this moment YOU (guiding priestess) repeat ‘the prayer to the divine
mother’ internally to yourself:
'let me be a sacred vessel.
fill me with divine love.
only from there, I’ll share your prayer.
fill me with your love.'

2. Introduction to the Mystery School of the Rose & the remembrance of the Temple of Isis ritual
practices:
Mystery school of the rose is a school for priestesses who remember their place in the temple. It is
a mystery school of ancient ritual practices from the Temple of Isis evoking the divine feminine
energy, remembrance & leadership to usher in the New Earth.

→

→

→

→

Formula: remembrance sovereignty empowerment creative expression leadership
Temple of Isis ritual | Activating the Temple of Isis: in this Temple of Isis ritual, we are activating
the Temple of Isis on this land and in our hearts. Lightworkers are being called to step into their
leadership, confidently own their gifts and unique offering for the world, CHRIST-alize their heart
Gold, call upon sisters for support where needed and share it with the rest of the world. There is a
portal of light open right now, beaming high frequencies onto the earth. By gathering in
sisterhood we amplify the anchoring of these frequencies into our great mother and into our own
hearts. The divine feminine is awakening and we are remembering her.
Briefing of how the ritual will unfold and flow
Review of Temple Etiquette & Temple Technology
Temple Etiquette: Nobel silence, respect, presence, constant attention on the intention
Temple Technology: using heka (formula for magic) to open the portal
Briefing of day flow
3 Sharing
Open the space to allow each woman, one at a time to share their intention and prayer
(emphasize precision in their share; one sentence)
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the ritual cont'd

PART 2

4. Opening Prayer
"Beloved Sisters, Priestesses, Queens, Goddesses, Pillars
of Light, Temple Keepers
we are here, we are here, we are here
Please say out loud together: I am here three times
I am here, I am here, I am here
Dear Goddess Isis, in your honour we sit here together
today, (state date here)
We call upon the Sophia Dragon Tribe, angels, guides,
and beings of light to protect and support our mission.
In honour and service of the great realms, the magic and
the light.
We sit here today to anchor Christ Consciousness into our
great mother earth and into our temple hearts.
The time has come.
The golden age is here.
We showed up and are in full service to ushering in the
new earth.
Leading, stewarding and wayshowing this divine time into
existence, into manifest form.
We remember who we are and why we came here.
This (pause and take a deep breath)
Is the very moment we have been preparing for our entire
lives.
The time has come.
We have come.
Please say out loud together: I have come three times
I have come, I have come, I have come
In honour of the great mother, the divine feminine we sit
here in circle.
In sacred sisterhood.
In our Priestess Power.
In our wise, all-knowing.
Remembering, honouring and announcing that:
we are the mother
we are her
we are it.
The divine remembering herself into existence.

We give thanks to great spirit for this moment.
For this opportunity to drop deeply into the magic of the
now, into sacred relationship with fellow sisters, with the
earth, the elements, the directions, our star brothers and
sisters, and the wise cosmic beating of our own hearts.
We give thanks to the ages before us who remembered.
We give thanks to our remembering of the ancient ways.
Here we are again, this time we are going all the way.
Merged back into deepest oneness with the all.
No more separation.
Simply the one breath, the one beat of the cosmic heart.
I AM.
We are God remembering ourselves in form.
We are the gifts of life, expressing divinity through our
temple hearts
With our hands, we create God’s will into form
With our hands, we express the gold in our temple hearts
into form
Oneness with great spirit; oneness with our hearts.
We are here, we are here, we are here.
Please say out loud together: I am here three times
I am here, I am here, I am here
Today we pilgrimage to anchor Christic Light on our
planet and in our sacred hearts.
Together we create the Golden Cities.
Repeat after me:
I walk the priestess way
I awaken the divine feminine within me, on earth and
within all I walk with
I carry the rose codes
I sing the song of the universe
I open my heart to life
I am devoted to the sacred earth
I am committed to my truth
I AM."
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the ritual cont'd

PART 3

5. Song/Prayer (Sacred Sound sings an opening song)
6. Purification
Guided Meditation: guide sisters to reflect upon what obstacles are in the way, keeping you from
stepping into your highest truth. What parts of yourself are you ready to let go of? What parts of
yourself are keeping you small? Guide sisters to meet the parts of themselves that keep them
small, see them, acknowledge them and thank them for what they have served in their life thus far,
and agree to let them go. Give them some time to reflect.
Guide sisters to form a line (shortest to tallest) and invite each sister, one at a time, to kneel in front
of the curandera as she splashes the flower-infused water on their crown, holding the deep prayer
of purification
After each sister receives the water blessings they continue to the second curandera and are
smudged with sacred incense.
7. After the purification, continue the formation of shortest to tallest and one by one enter into the
Temple space if it is different from the previous space, and come standing in a circle; sustaining the
order of height
8. Prayer to the Great Mother
Wise Woman (eldest woman there) says a prayer to mother earth
9. Opening the Portal
Guide sisters to drop in with some long deep breaths, in through the nose and out through the
mouth, encourage sounds on the exhale
With hands at the side, palms facing the center column, chant the sacred sound altogether: 7 full
body OMs. Pause and feel the resonance
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the ritual cont'd

PART 4

10. Prayer for the Temple and Opening of the Portal
Side by side we sisters stand.
Evoking the mysteries from where we come.
Opening a portal of divine light love.
Protected by the mother and the father.
Anchoring the light onto our precious earth.
Embodying Christ in our hearts.
Remembering who we are and why we came here.
Today we sing our song and harmonize to birth the new earth.
We are here to Christ-alize the gold we each carry within and offer our gold from within to without, we are building the
Golden Cities.
Here we stand and call forth the vibration of Love into our bodies and hearts to elevate ourselves into the frequency
beyond space and time.
In this space we receive the clarity of our mission and the strength to walk the priestess way, our way, our song, our
gold, with grace and beauty.
Pure in heart we accept this mission and are here.
We have come.
We are here.
Here, in the Temple of Isis we gather.
We activate the codes of the divine feminine into earth and into our hearts.
We are the leaders, we are the warriors, we are who we have been waiting for.

11. Pause and let the sisters feel this transmission and guide the group to coherently take 7 steps to
the right and then 7 steps to the left, turn to your right and place both hands on the person’s back in
front of you and visualize a portal opening in the centre of the circle. A column of golden light; Christ
Light
Guide speaks: “7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, remove your hands from your partner’s back and face the
centre. Be lifted and be sung. Let the field sing. Let the Christ be known through each of you,
through this articulation; repeat after me: “I have come, I have come, I have come” inhale, exhale.
Repeat after me: “we have come, we have come, we have come”. Pause and feel.
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the ritual cont'd

PART 5

12. Guide sisters to take a seat, sit tall and guide them through a meditation:
Rose Code Activation: guide the rose descending from above, dropping into the crown chakra
and down into their hearts (remember who you are, reclaim your sovereignty, empowerment,
alchemize into action)
Connect with the column of Christ light in the centre of the temple and let it lift you into the
vibration of the high room and receive the codes. Ask your higher self: what is my Gold? why
did I show up? what is my soul purpose, my why, my vision and mission for living? —> See,
feel, and Christ-alize your GOLD
Visualize yourself growing wings from your back and them expanding far beyond in all
directions. Open your heart, (prompt to stand up) stand tall and remember what you came
here to share with the world. You are a leader, here to share the Gold in your heart, your
unique gift. Vibrate your new frequency of deepest leadership, stewardship, responsibility, and
see your vision. Now Christ-alize it.
How are you going to bring your Gold/ your vision into manifested form? Visualize your plan of
action, go into detail
Visualize what needs to be done. What support do you need? Who to best support this.
Let the energy flow into form, trust it.
Visualize your Gold birthing into manifested form. We are building the Golden Cities. Share
your Gold with the world and make an impact, change the world, pioneer the new earth into
creation. REMINDER: You are the Creatrix, Leader in the Golden Age, F*ING Boss Babes,
Queens Priestesses, Goddesses, Temple and Wisdom keepers.
13. Guide the sisters into dance, become the channel, receive the information from the ethers, receive
the information from your higher self. Christ-alize your GOLD and the plan of action.
14. The Activation
Guide everyone to return to their seat in the circle and from shortest to tallest, invite each sister,
one at a time, into the circle (within the octagon candle formation), and guide her to relax, rest and
receive the downloads. Guide the rest of the sisters to connect with their sister in the center and
spend appx 3-5 min intuitively placing rose petals on the woman in the center and offering gentle
touch, reiki and tender massage.
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the ritual cont'd

PART 6

After some minutes, guide center sister to sit up, create a half-circle around her and instruct her to
answer as concisely as possible the following three questions while holding her crystal close to her
heart:
What is your Gold?
What is your Boss Babe plan of action to bring it into form?
What support do you need?

Once she has finished speaking, the rest of the sisters hold their hands up and chant Awen 7
times, holding their sister in the vision and then bowing their heads in reverence and service to
their sister's mission. The sister leaves her crystal on the altar and returns to her place.
Guide the next person to move into the centre and repeat the process until all women have
received their activation and have declared their Gold.
15. Closing Circle: once each sister has received their activation, guide the group to come back into the
circle formation and complete with the Alchemizing Spell and one collective OM to close the portal.
"Hand in hand, heart to heart we resurrect the new earth and build the golden city.
Be lifted and be sung.
Let the field sing.
Let the Christ be known through each of you, through this articulation;
repeat after me: “I have come, I have come, I have come” inhale, exhale.
Repeat after me: “we have come, we have come, we have come”. Pause and feel.

16. Anchoring the frequency and gridding the earth
The Anchor collects all offerings (crystals) from the altar and leads the group to where the crystals
will be anchored and buries them (into the earth, grinding the earth.
17. Complete the event with a potluck and grounding food, to disperse the energy and open the space
for lightness, joy and celebration (playlist)
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